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Autobiography
I started the art world much later in life but I realized this when I was majority in computer science at Notre Dame. During my first
years in collage I need to find a job and applied at a local embroidery and silk screening shop. During my first couple of months an
opportunity was given to me to take over the graphics department. At this time I know a little illustrator and Photoshop so the embroidery program was a little easier because it was vector based. Working with embroidery and silk screening may look easy but so many
factors play in your design. It is very technical process because you have many factors from garments material, colours and making sure
the logo pops.
This outcome provides me a new path and career choice so I switch my major to Graphic Design. After college I started my own
graphic design firm mostly doing logos for embroidery and creating artwork for small companies. The economy was booming with the
entire dot com companies I had so much work that I looped in a friend. My friend’s background was creating websites so we offered a
package deal. My area was starting to slow down so my decision to create something else feel in my lap. What better way to learn a new
career path than to have teacher that will work with you. The new path was a great stepping-stone but I felt I needed to take the next
step and get my masters in Web Design & new Media.
After college a great door open and presented a great job offer being a Business System Analyst for a software company. At that
time I had nothing lined up and was getting really bored at the local design shops. The job was working on something very new to the
market that help pull online banking statements into its products like Quicken and Quickbooks. The team was very small so it provided
me the opportunity to wear many hats to help support the business. The group had several websites that help support the products
and were looking for someone to take over. At the time I didn’t know that much about building websites but took on the challenge due
to my background in graphics.
I have been working for the same department for the last 8 years and worked my way up to Senior Business System Analyst. This
provided a great pay raise and allow me to focus on my passion of creating and maintaining our websites. I am currently working out
the details to get the site updated from legacy HTML to HTML 5. The upgrade will allow my team to provide the support requests in a
more timely matter. I had to get the right approval from management which provided me some great information for future requests.
Red tape in the corporate world is hard to break through and provide great steps for the next time. I enjoy the company I work for right
now and am very happy with the overall experience I got over the years. I think it’s providing me a great foundation if I choose to leave
my group or company for the next chapter in my life.
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Abstract
In a perfect world research shows at two year old are 50-75% intelligible, while three-year olds are 75-100%
intelligible. That means it's normal for a 3-year to only understand about 3/4 of what he/she says. Or, you
might understand everything a 3-year old says. When a child does not develop articulation skills at a young age the child
will develop delay with speech skills. My project is to provide a safe learning environment with today’s technology to
help aid children with the tools to be successful. With my own experience helping my son get up to speed with his
speech delay I have not found a fun way to help him learn the sounds.
My target audience would be children from the ages for 2 ½ to 5 years old who have problems with deleting sounds,
substitute sounds, add sounds and distort sounds. If a child has not developed a sound by the expected age that
child will have problems with communication skills. The idea is to help children at a younger age so that children
don’t get embarrassed or worried about speech when he/she gets older. Early intervention is very important for
children with communication disorders. Treatment is the most effective during the earlier years but with preschool right
around the corner it might be difficult for them. These years are a critical period of normal language learning, and strong
speech habits have not yet been formed.
I really feel that it is import for children to communicate and if it is delayed it will be harder for children to learn down
the road. As I see my own child struggle to say different sounds due to his tough not in the right place breaks my
heart. At 3 ½ I know I still have sometime but I don’t’ want him to struggle in school or turn him away from learning.
Why not create an app that will teach him and other children the tools to lay down the key foundation to
communicate.
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Statement of Interest
I am pursuing the project to help children with articulation due to this topic hits home. I have a three year old boy
who has this speech articulation problem that makes it hard for kids and adults to understand what he is trying to say. We
have been trying to get him help from the local school district but keep hitting a wall. Since, he is 3.5 years old and we just
moved to the area we have to wait for school to get back to us. In the mean time we need help now rather than later to
help develop the sounds he has trouble with today. As a parent it’s hard to see your own child struggle to communicate to
other kids and teachers every day. My project will provide kids a fun and safe way to learn speech through games and
pictures that sound out the words.
I have been working with the Adobe products for well over 15 years. I took an online class how to create an app from
Stanford a few years back but now Apple has a new an easier way to create apps using Swift. The app world has explode
and don’t see this ever going away with more than 50 billion downloads from just the apple IOS. I can see building apps
for small projects is a great way to get in the market after I provide my project in my portfolio.
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What is articulation
Articulation refers to an individual's ability to accurately produce phonemes, or speech sounds, and combine them into words.
An articulation disorder is said to occur when an individual is unable to produce the sounds of a language in a manner acceptable to other users of the language. This inability is typically due to faulty placement, timing, direction, pressure, speed, or
integration of the articulators (lips, tongue, jaw, velum, tongue, and pharynx).
Some terms you might hear in relation to articulation include:
Substitution - using one sound in place of another
Omission - leaving out a sound
Distortion - having difficulty producing a sound accurately
Addition - including an extra sound
Causes
For most children, the cause of the speech sound disorder in unknown. Other speech sound disorders can be linked to things
such as a cleft palate, problems with the teeth, hearing loss, or difficulty controlling the movements of the mouth. Neurological disorders that can affect articulation include cerebral palsy.
Oral Apraxia: Difficulty making voluntary movements of the tongue and lips or with combining movements including
those
needed to make speech sounds. As a result, speech may be difficult to produce or have many inconsistent articulation errors.
Dysarthria: Paralysis, weakness or generally poor coordination of the muscles of the mouth. This can make speech slow,
inaccu
rate, slurred, and/or hypernasal (when too much sound comes through the nose).
Reasons for Concern
If the child doesn't babble using consonant sounds (particularly b, d, m, and n) by age 8 or 9 months
If the child does not producing one word other than mom or dad by 12 months
If the child uses mostly vowel sounds and gestures for communication after 18 months
If speech cannot be understood by strangers at the age of 3
If the child often leaves out consonants from words at the age of 3
If speech is still difficult to understand at the age of 4
If, by 6, the child is still unable to produce many sounds
If the child is leaving out, substituting, or distorting sounds after the age of 7
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Vowel DIagram
Tongue Position

feet

Tongue Position

say

book

moo
Tongue Position

feet

pig

bird

bed
dog

say

boat

Vowels Have Three Distinctive Features:

2. Tongue position: The blue vowels represent vowels produced with the body of the tongue
toward the front of the mouth.
The pink vowels are produced with the body of the tongue toward the back of the mouth. The
yellow vowels have a more neutral tongue placement. Try saying "ee" then "oo" repetitively and
feel your tongue move from front to back.

law
nut
bed

dog

Tongue Position

1. Tongue height: In this diagram the high vowels represent vowels made with the body of the
tongue close to the roof of the mouth while the low vowels are made with the mouth open and
the body of the tongue away from the roof of the mouth. Try saying "ee" then "a" (as in cat)
repetitively. Feel your tongue move up for the "ee" and down for the "a" (as in cat). Notice the
different tongue heights represented in the small diagram above.

cat

3. Roundness: Another important difference among the vowels is whether the lips are rounded or
unrounded. For example the "oo" has rounded lips while the "ee" has the lips spread apart. In
North American English the high back vowels are rounded.
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Human Vocal Tract

Vocal tract--Human speech is a combination of sounds
and silences generated by the speech mechanism of
the vocal tract into meaningful patterns.
All speech begins as a silent breath of air, created by
muscular activity in the chest. The air then comes up
from the lungs, via the vocal tract and exiting as a
sound wave.

Changes to the air flow between the lungs and mouth
and nose produce different sounds.
Air starts off in the lungs, flows up through the
trachea, through the larynx, past the epiglottis and
through the pharynx. From there, the air can go either
through the mouth or nose.
The Vocal tract is the channel of air flow between the
larynx and the mouth and nose.

Hard Palate
Velum (soft Palate)

Nasal Cavity

Uvula
Nostril

Lips

vity
l Ca
b
Ora
front ack
tip
Tongue

x
Pharyn
root

Basically, the speech mechanism as four components:
muscular activity, air, some type of resistance or
obstruction to the air which causes some sort of sound
to be made, and amplification to make the sound loud
enough to be heard.

Alveolar Ridge

Epiglottis

Teeth
Larynx

Vocal Folds

Glottis
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Phonological Process
Phonological Processes are patterns of sound errors that typically developing children use to simplify speech as they are
learning to talk. A phonological disorder occurs when phonological processes persist beyond the age when most typically developing children have stopped using them or when the processes used are much different than what would be
expected.

ASSIMILATION
SUBSTITUTION

Definition

Example

Definition

Example

Approx. age
of elimination

Approx. age
of elimination

SYLLABLE STRUCTURE

Definition

Example

Approx. age
of elimination
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Articulation developent
Speech Sound Development Norms
Ages in Years

2

3

4

5
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7
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p

Individual
Speech
Sound

Average Range
of
Mastery in years

Individual
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Age 85% of
Children will
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3-7
4-7
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sw
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6
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6
6
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6
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7
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Based on sander (1972)
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This chart represents an average
age range when a child should
master the production of a
specific sound or sound cluster
based on the data from a few studies.

v
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2
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Based on sander (1972)

4

5
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Beginning of each bar is 50% of Children
End of each bar is 90% of Children
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Target Audience Description

Speech therapy requires parents to be armed with a variety of materials for promoting speech production. Traditionally, these have been articulation cards, books, mirrors and boundless therapy toys. This makes for a lot of materials to tote around and can ultimately become tiresome. Thankfully,
working on speech production has never been easier if you’re outfitted with a mobile device. Not only can you condense materials into one pint-sized
tablet, but you can do home sessions with new apps and their game-changing technologies. Make it FUN: Toddlers learn best when the experience is fun
and interactive. Your child will not respond as well if he or she feels like the activities are “homework.” Instead, make each session of your speech therapy
something your child will look forward to and will want to actively participate. Noah Ark Articulation ipad app will target young children to help provide
the adjustments of movements for pronouncing a particular sound.

Primary
--Children around the age of 2.5 to 8 years Old.
--Kids with articulation issues.
Secondary
--Parents to help track the results of child.

Ee

Kk
Ll
Oo Nn Gg Hh
Aa Yy Rr Uu
Bb Dd Cc
Pp Vv Ff Qq
Tt
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Comparative Analysis

The UI is very well done with all the custom and fun
artwork.
Articulation Station
Articulation Station is the only articulation application offering practice
at the WORD, SENTENCE and STORY levels all in one app! These activities
are so fun your kids will love practicing their sounds and forget they are
actually "working" on their articulation.

This is a great app to help children learn articulation for the iphone or Ipad. It breaks down
22 different sounds through activities for young kids while teaching them articulation.
Pro
-20 target works per sound
-Save audio recordings
-Flashcard activities
-Beautiful images
-Student tracking
Cons
-Price is 69.99
-Need to buy over 20 sounds from 3.99 to 7.99
-New app no reviews
-Age is out of my target group
-Two versions

The app allows for tracking the score and allows
for profiles to be created for multiple kids.

The app allows you to work with a wide range of
children with create graphics.
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Comparative Analysis

Great app to help track a bigger set of players.

Articulate it! Pro
Articulate it is a unique Multi-player application created specifically
to help children improve their speech sound production.

The app has had many versions dating back to 2010 and provided some great versions over
the years. The way the app is displayed out is great for the teacher and the data tracking is
done brilliantly. The app provides great homework assignments depending on what is
being taught this week..
Pro
-The app has been certified by the ReMLE project
-Saves students data during the therapy session
-Teachers can use it to track a group of students
-Built in homework sheets
-This app has been in the market for over 15 years
Cons
-Price is 44.99
-NO Airplay
-App is for professionals

The app allows custom words and recording with
over 200 homework assignments installed.

The app allows uses to pick from around 13
different themes to help learn something the
child might be interested in learning.)
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Comparative Analysis

The look and feel give that inviting feeling to kids.
What better way to think he/she is playing but
really learning at a carnival.

Articulation Carnival
Articulation Carnival app is a comprehensive and flexible articulation
program to practice pronunciation of all English phonemes at the word,
phrase, and sentence levels.

What better way to learn than playing carnival games to help articulate sounds. The app
breaks down all the phonemes and helps track the progress for multiple students in the
same session.
Pro
-The app covers a wide range of phonemes
-Allows for easy reporting
-Add your won photos and audio
-Save selected sounds for more help later
-Reward the student with games
-Yo don’t have to buy all the sounds to use the app

Up to four games to help children learn and they
place some fun games.

Cons
-Game play was not that good
-Navigation was hard to move around
-Price is high for all apps

The amount of detail you can get is very valuable
to provide the status of the child.
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Comparative matrix

Creative

High Quality

Articulate it! Pro

Articulation Station

Phonics Studio

Articulation Station

Articulate it! Pro
Speech with Milo

Phonics Studio

Articulation Carnival
Articulation Carnival
High Price

Low price

Educational

Non-Educational
Speech with Milo

Low Quality

Non Creative
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Persona

Ee

Kk Ll
Oo NnGg Hh
Aa Yy Rr Uu
Zz Bb Dd Cc
Pp Vv Ff Qq
Tt

Name
Role
About

Bailey Johnson

Kelly Jones

Noah Harris

Tester

Tester

Tester

Age: 3.5
Gender: Male
School: Home care
Lives: Home

Age: 2.5
Gender: Female
School: Daycare
Lives: Home

Age: 3.5
Gender: Male
School: Daycare
Lives: Home

Quote

I love super hero’s!
Goals

Needs

Concern

I love mommy!

•/p,Ib,m,h,w, vowels/ mastered by 2.5 to 3
•/p,b,m,h,w, vowels/ mastered by 2.5 to 3
years of age.
years of age.
•/d,t,k,g,f,n,ng,y/ mastered by 4 years of age
Substitution and omission

If speech cannot be understood by
strangers at the age of 3

Addition

I love soccer!
•/p,Ib,m,h,w, vowels/ mastered by 2.5 to 3
years of age.
•/d,t,k,g,f,n,ng,y/ mastered by 4 years of age
Substitution and omission

If the child uses mostly vowel sounds and
If the child often leaves out consonants
gestures for communication after 18 months from words at the age of 3
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Logo design

I need something that makes the logo pop to get the children’s attention and to talk about what they see in the in the logo. During my research of
popular logos like Toy Story, Sesame Street, Discovery Kids and ToysRus provided a bold, bright colour palette. There are a variety of factors that can
make a children’s logo successful, but appealing to a variety of people, including children, their parents, and even their grandparents, is one key attribute.
Modern children are savvy consumers, so creating a brand that caters to the needs and desires of these littlest ones and their families is the first step to
finding success in any kind of children’s industry. Because the key to creating a brand is creating a logo, these design logos may be single-handedly
creating the success of the companies associated with them.

Final logo

Noah‛s Ark

AH‛S ARK
NO

Learning

LEARNING

Noah’s Ark

Noah’s Ark

Learning

Learning

Learning
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Color Palette

ROBOTO

#EEAE1E

#8DC63F #0DA6D5

#6652A3

#D31F26

#8E6442

#A4825D #9C4D9A

#6652A3

#CE78B1

#F58D84

#95402D #FCB627

#FDDA00 #71993E

AS MAIN FONT

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789(!@#$%^,.?:;)

Learning
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Technical Specification

System Requirements
A Mac computer running OS X Yosemite
Programming
Xcode 9
With everything you need to create amazing apps for Apple platforms, Xcode 9 is
unbelievably quick and consistently smooth while editing even the largest files. It also
understands your code better than ever, so you can select and edit the structure or
even transform the selection directly in the editor. Powerful new refactoring tasks
happen in place, renaming symbols across Swift, Objective-C, and even user interface
files without skipping a beat. And with source compatibility in Swift 4, Xcode 9 uses
the same compiler to build existing Swift 3 code and updated Swift 4 code, so you can
migrate at your own pace.
Swift
iOS SDK
Objective-C programming

Adobe Products
Illustrator CC
Photoshop CC
Screen & Resolution
2048-by-1536
1024-by-768 (Mini)
Supported Models
iPad Pro
iPad Mini 2+
iPad Air 2+
iPad Mini 3+
iPad mini+
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Information architecture
Download App

Goals
Register

Tracking
Home

Login

Learn

Games

Animals

Results

Sounds

Vowel sounds
Vowels Pictures

Pictures
Vowels

Shapes

Letter
Consonants

Things

Match

Colors

Sounds

Consonants Sounds
Consonants Pictures

Results
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Game animals

21

Game alphabet

22

Moodboard

Conversation
/s/ blends

/sh/

Reading

S
Sentences

Phrases

Single Words

Isolation/Single Sounds
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Moodboard 2

Noah’s Ark for
Articulation

345678
m
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z
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100%

Proof of Concept

Learning

Noah‛s Ark Learning
E

Flashcards

Correct answer?

YES
NO
Elephant

E

Flashcard game letting the child tell you what the card shows. If the child has trouble
hit the little speaker icon and it will tell you how to say the picture.
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100%

Proof of Concept

Learning

Noah‛s Ark Learning

Names
Josh
Ted

Ted
Flashcard results
31/40 = 78%

Notes

Jackson
Jason
Alan

Add more notes

Todd
add name

Let’s the teacher keep track of the results by child and allow notes to be added about
each session by name.
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Proof of Concept

Learning

Noah‛s Ark Learning
Your Results
Toby

Flashcards

Score 60%
Today‛s Words
Correct
13/20
K‛s

T‛s

Other

Last Time
March 7th
12/20
K‛s

T‛s

Other

At the end of the game it will break down the results by letter and provide the score
the child got last game by date.
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Proof of Concept

Noah‛s Ark Learning

Learning

The Development of Speech Sounds in Children

3
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v
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z

blends
th

The Chart shows at what age 90% of boys and girls can articulate the English consonants
correctly (probably in all positions: initial, medial, and final). Vowels are correctly produced by the
age of three. All children do not develop at the same time and in the same way, so we cannot expect
correct speech from every child.

Educational information to help the parents understand what age does his/her
child need to learn speech sounds.
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Proof of Concept

Learning

Noah‛s Ark Learning
Pair the Cards

Chicken

?

Monkey

Monkey

Snake

?

Snake

?
Chicken

Dog

Dog

?

One of the games is to match two similar cards to help with children
memorisation to increase memory.
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User flow diagrams

Rewards

Login

Step by Step:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login
Home screen
Select game
Play game
Results to get rewards

Box Score Results

Home

Step by Step:

Home

Games

1. Home
2. Tracking
3. Results
4. Scoreboard
5. Box Score
a. Pictures
b. Letter
c. Match
d. Sounds

Tracking

Results

Pictures
Scoreboard
Flash Cards

Box Score
Pictures
Letter

Rewards

Match
Sounds
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User flow diagrams

Consonants Game

Learn colors with picture cards

Login

Step by Step:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Login

Step by Step:

Home

Login
Home screen
Select sounds
Select Consonants
Select Sounds
Select Select picture card

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sounds

Home

Learn

Consonants

Sounds

Login
Home
Learn
Colors
Box Score

Colors

Pictures

Results
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